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Overview

It's a fact that the volume of data generated nowadays is larger than ever before, and it will keep 
growing with time. The Internet of Things (IoT), the go-online movement (which the COVID-19 
pandemic accelerated from 2020), and Industry 4.0 are the main forces empowering the "digital 
transformation" that most companies are undergoing. 

Various organizations use the data they generate to implement their digital feedback loop, which 
has been described by Ralph Haupter as "[a loop] that helps you better engage with your customers, 
empower your employees, optimize your operations, and reinvent product and business models" 
(Asia's new business race: Reducing everything to data – Microsoft Stories Asia). This digital 
feedback loop offers an opportunity for companies to improve their capabilities, although most 
companies need to surpass some (or all) of the following items when dealing with the data needed 
to implement it: 

• Big data analytical capabilities: The data needed for the digital revolution comes from "varied, 
high-volume, high-velocity datasets," which comes from various systems and can generate 
terabytes of data each day. Having a system capable of generating insights from this mountain 
of data is no trivial task. Check out more about big data analytics here.

• Data storage and presentation: A common question is where to store the data and how it is 
represented in this system. Traditional databases are not designed to handle big data, and as 
a result, non-traditional data structures, such as document stores or graphs, are often used to 
store the data. While these NoSQL databases have proven quite capable, they usually pose an 
obstacle to people familiar with the traditional table/column concept.

• Cost: Organizations need to consider aspects like the volume of the data that is going to be 
processed, how to scale the solution when needed, and the cost of it, so they can estimate the 
solutions that will best fit their needs. When the solution is expected to grow and bring more 
value, the best thing would be to start with a small implementation that will grow as needed. 
However, expanding an existing solution can be a challenging task, and organizations end 
up sizing the initial solution for a situation that will only arrive years later, which increases the 
implementation cost.

https://azure.microsoft.com/overview/iot/
https://www.microsoft.com/industry/manufacturing/microsoft-cloud-for-manufacturing
https://news.microsoft.com/apac/2017/10/30/asias-new-business-race-reducing-everything-data/
https://azure.microsoft.com/overview/what-is-big-data-analytics/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/architecture/data-guide/big-data/non-relational-data
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• Data integration: To retrieve more information for our business, we need to integrate data 
from various sources, so it can be correlated and transformed into knowledge. Ideally, all data 
should be queried from a single location/system, while making sure to always have the most 
up-to-date version and not impact other processes in the company.

• Knowledge extraction: The solution we choose to implement is expected to help us gain 
the insights needed from the data. It should be easy to learn and powerful when mastered. 
Flexibility is also important since the digital transformation will keep offering new challenges, 
and the solution we choose needs to offer ways to overcome them.

To meet all these requirements, Microsoft has come forth and developed solutions that tackle most 
of the challenges companies face when applying digital transformation. One such solution is Azure 
Synapse Analytics. Azure Synapse offers a scalable platform that provides ways to extract powerful 
insights with a unified experience, which allows building fully integrated, end-to-end data analytics. 
Some of the features provided by Azure Synapse are:

• Data integration/ETL capabilities.
• Multiple storage platforms, such as SQL Server, Cosmos DB, and Data Lake Storage.
• Deeply integrated Apache Spark and SQL engines.
• Enterprise data warehousing.
• Integration with AI and BI.
• Various language integrations such as .NET, Python, KQL, SQL, and Spark.

When we have to stream substantial amounts of data from websites, IoT devices, networking, 
security monitoring solutions, and so on, we get benefits from Azure Synapse Data Explorer.

https://azure.microsoft.com/services/synapse-analytics/
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/synapse-analytics/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/synapse-analytics/data-explorer/data-explorer-overview
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Azure Data Explorer

Azure Data Explorer (ADX, or Kusto, the internal name of the project, which many still use) is a data 
analytics platform system that offers many advantages when compared to other similar solutions. In 
this e-book, we'll focus on the following five reasons that make ADX a good fit for businesses:

• Scale from gigabytes to petabytes: ADX is a managed service provided by Microsoft on its 
Azure cloud, providing global scale and limitless resources so our solution can grow as needed.

• Interactive queries on billions of records in seconds: ADX can query billions of records and 
get meaningful insights in a matter of seconds instead of hours. 

• Ingest data and query it within seconds: Data sent to ADX is queried within seconds after it 
has been sent to it, allowing faster response times in all situations. 

• A query language specialized in time series and telemetry: The Kusto Query Language 
(KQL)—an open-source analytical query language) is used to retrieve data from ADX; it offers a 
clean and easy set of commands for users to start getting information from a sea of data.

• Efficiently query semi-structured and unstructured data: ADX provides native integration 
with unstructured data (regular text) and semi-structured (JSON-like objects), offering 
functions specialized in extracting information from them.
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By the end of this e-book, you'll have the knowledge needed about ADX to choose where and when to 
use it in a business strategy. Have a look at Figure 1 which shows a decision tree that helps us choose the 
best solution based on our requirements:

Start

Do you need to
frequently read and write

a specific record?
(Operational DB)

Must run on other clouds
and on-premise?

Do you need to interactively analyze
logs, directly or via an application?

Conduct time-series analytics on metric
data from sensors, financial or other?

Need full text, strong JSON support?

Azure Data Explorer is a good option

Investigate other options

Classic data warehouse, star schema, 
TPCH-like workload?

Very small data?

Investigate other options: Spark,
Azure Batch

Investigate other options: Synapse
SQL pools

Investigate other options

Investigate other options: SQL,
Cosmos DB, etc

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Can pipe data to Azure?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Perform long-running
tasks including recurring
ETL and large ML model

training?

Figure 1 – Decision tree to help decide on the best data solution

The rest of this e-book will unlock the key details of ADX and show how it can help the Business 
Decision Makers (BDMs) and their organizations to implement digital transformation. In the rest of 
this book, we'll present how ADX can make the most of each of these opportunities, showing how 
each is overcome in an innovative and unique way. Each topic will have its own section, so you will 
have a better understanding of how it all comes together in an integrated and powerful solution. 
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Scale from gigabytes to petabytes

Now that you've had an overview of ADX, it's time to start diving in. Let's take a look at how ADX can 
manage volumes of data that range from gigabytes to petabytes:

• It runs on the cloud: ADX runs on the Azure cloud, and Microsoft is responsible for 
maintaining the infrastructure to support it in all its regions. Being a PaaS solution, you don't 
have to manage the basic building blocks of the solution: Virtual Machine (VM) configuration, 
operating system patches, upgrades, reboots, and resource allocation are all managed by 
Microsoft. You are then free to focus on what is important: retrieving meaningful insights from 
the data. 

• Low maintenance: ADX requires less maintenance compared to other similar platforms since 
most of the work is recurrently and automatically executed, following a series of policies, with 
default values that suffice for most scenarios.

• Scalable: You can start as small as you want—even for free—and scale up to petabytes of 
data as you need, paying only for what you use. This allows you to start with a Minimal Viable 
Product (MVP), with a small investment, and keep expanding it as much as you need, at the 
speed you need. If the bill exceeds your budget, you can make amendments to the usage to 
bring it down.

• Store petabytes of data and query it at high speeds: ADX scales well, being able to store 
gigabytes or petabytes of data while offering the same speed when querying it. Thanks to this, 
we will always have quick responses to our queries, being able to get insights from our data in a 
timely manner.

Before we dive deeper into ADX, it is important to keep one thing in mind: while most of the time 
you'll just use ADX as is, this is not a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution. The solution needed 
should be implemented from the ground up, including table definitions and data ingestion 
processes. If businesses need a pre-built, case-specific solution that has the capabilities described 
previously, Microsoft has other ready-to-use solutions based on ADX, such as Azure Monitor, 
Microsoft 365 Defender, Azure Sentinel, and Azure PlayFab.

https://azure.microsoft.com/services/monitor/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender/microsoft-365-defender?view=o365-worldwide
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/microsoft-sentinel/
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/playfab/
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Azure Data Explorer: Data model

The first thing to consider when choosing ADX is that it looks like a regular Database Management 
System (DBMS) from the user's perspective. All data is organized in tables that have columns and 
the tables can be organized inside databases (all of this is described here).

Ziv Caspi, one of the architects of ADX, says that "[u]sers working with Azure Data Explorer see their 
data organized in a traditional relational data model. Data is organized in tables, and all data records 
of the table are of a strongly-typed schema. The table schema is an ordered list of columns, each 
column having a name and a scalar data type. Scalar data types can be structured (e.g. int, real, 
datetime, or timespan), semi-structured (dynamic), or free text (string). The dynamic type is similar 
to JSON – it can hold a single value of other scalar types, an array, or a dictionary of such values. 
Tables are contained in databases, and a single deployment (a cluster of nodes) may host multiple 
databases." (Azure Data Explorer Technology 101)

As the data model used by ADX is the same as is used in other solutions we are familiar with, we 
do not need to learn new concepts and can quickly get to work on gaining insights from the data. 
By applying one of the many functions available when querying the data, it is possible to filter, 
aggregate, and transform the data to retrieve the information wanted.

In the end, at its heart, ADX is a data analytics platform where we can query large amounts of data 
and get responses from it ( just like you do with a SQL client and a SQL database). 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/schema-entities/
https://azure.microsoft.com/blog/azure-data-explorer-technology-101/
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Azure Data Explorer: Basic components

When you start using ADX, the first thing you need to do is create an ADX pool (if you are interested 
in seeing how ADX works without integration with Azure Synapse Analytics, you can create a free 
Azure Data Explorer cluster). The ADX pool (or cluster, in standalone ADX parlance) is the main 
deployment unit of ADX; one can think of it as a DBMS instance on some relational database 
systems. Each pool can store databases that comprise numerous tables. There can be as many 
ADX clusters/pools as needed. This might come in handy when it is necessary to separate the costs 
associated with the cluster among different sections of a company, for example.

An ADX pool is composed of two main components, Azure VMs and an Azure Storage account, each 
with specific functionality (refer to Figure 2):

RAM

SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD SSD

RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM

Cluster of VMs

Storage account

Extents

ADX

Figure 2 – ADX main components

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/synapse-analytics/data-explorer/data-explorer-create-pool-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/start-for-free-web-ui
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/start-for-free-web-ui
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• Azure VMs: Windows-based VMs responsible for processing all the data sent to ADX and 
answering our queries. There are several configurations you can choose from, depending on 
the workload. You can change the type of machine that backs your cluster at any time; each 
cluster can have as few as 2 and as many as 1,000 machines.

• Azure Storage account: All the data that is received by ADX is stored on one or more Azure 
Storage accounts managed by ADX itself. We have no access to it and can't see what's inside. 
Still, the performance, scalability, durability, and reliability targets of a standalone Azure 
Storage account are ensured (refer to Scalability and performance targets for standard storage 
accounts). When the data is needed for a query, it can be retrieved from the storage account 
and copied to one of the machine's disks for processing.

Each component can scale independently of the other, so the resources allocated can grow with your 
needs, and because of the scalability of the Azure cloud, you can rest assured that your data will be 
stored and processed by ADX.

Azure Data Explorer: Internal functionality

Now that we know about some of the basic components of ADX (both internal—databases, tables, 
and columns, and external—clusters, VMs, and storage accounts), let's briefly talk about some of the 
design details that help ADX scale so well: 

• Data is spread across small units: The basic structure of storage on ADX is an extent (often 
known as shards in the literature). Each table is broken into various small and independent 
extents that can be distributed among the VMs and be queried in parallel. This gives ADX linear 
scalability to query speed (if there are more nodes, the query will give the results faster).

• Tiered data: Probably the most differentiating aspect of ADX is that it works with tiers of data 
(usually referred to as hot cache and cold storage). The most recent data stays on the local 
SSDs of the cluster's VMs and old data goes to the backing storage accounts. This distribution 
implements a fast and expensive versus slow and cheap data access architecture.

• All data is indexed: All data on ADX is indexed—there is no opt-in or opt-out—in a way that is 
efficient for analytical tasks, like aggregations. So, even with billions of records, the queries will 
return their results quickly. Please make a note that the design used on indexes on ADX does 
not have the same impact on performance as the design of the indexes in traditional DBMSs.

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/common/scalability-targets-standard-account
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/storage/common/scalability-targets-standard-account
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/extents-overview
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• There are no constraints: ADX does not implement constraints or locks to control access to 
the data, not even when referencing data among different tables. Because of this, the storing 
and retrieval of data on ADX can occur much faster. Also, there is no synchronization between 
nodes, which facilitates the linear scaling of the solution.

• A time-series database: In ADX, by default, all data is partitioned into extents based on 
the time the engine receives it. So, events close to each other in time will typically end up in 
the same extent. Thanks to this, the engine can efficiently retrieve information about what 
happened in small time intervals, like "last Christmas"—which will probably be stored in a few 
different extents and can be quickly processed without reading 1 year's worth of data.

Each of these points make ADX an elastic and performant solution that can be used on any data 
scale.

How much will ADX cost?

Being able to store from gigabytes to petabytes of data, the cost aspect also varies greatly, based on 
how much data we are dealing with. ADX is a scalable and pay as you go solution. The first thing we 
need to understand is how its price is calculated.

Microsoft charges the ADX service separately based on the two components of the ADX architecture: 
the VMs (and the software running on them) and the storage. The storage account cost is an obvious 
component: the more data you have stored, the more you pay. The price is GB/month and is the 
same as you'd pay for an Azure Storage account Standard tier (refer here). You can define a lifecycle 
for your data, so to keep the costs low, you need to make sure that you only keep needed data. We'll 
talk more about that in the A time-based, mostly read database section.

The other component of the bill is a little more complicated. The VMs on an ADX cluster have 
two purposes: processing data (both entering the cluster or being queried by the users)—that is, 
processing power—and storing recent data on its local disks so it can be quickly available to answer 
the user's query (the tiered approach we talked about earlier).

https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/storage/blobs/#pricing
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This means that if one has a lot of data that needs to be made available for users (say, last month's 
data), you'll need more VMs (or one with a bigger disk) that can store all this data. On the other 
hand, if many users are using the cluster or running complex analytical queries, you need more 
machines (or one with more CPU cores) to keep up with the processing demand.

We can note that both situations are not directly related: you can have a lot of requests (processing 
power) for just a small amount of data (storage) or the opposite. In this case, we must balance the 
cost with the speed with which we want the cluster to answer the users' questions.

Note: If you want to have a realistic estimate of your costs, Microsoft has developed a calculator 
tool that will show you detailed info (by the cent) on how much the cluster will cost. You can  
check the individual prices of the components here and take an estimation on a specific 
configuration here.

These topics are just a small overview of what makes ADX tick. While some of these will be better 
explored in other sections, please refer to the reference links given in the Resources section at the 
end of this book to better understand each concept. Now, let's focus on how ADX helps us retrieve 
data faster.

https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/details/synapse-analytics/#pricing
https://azure.microsoft.com/pricing/calculator/?service=synapse-analytics
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Interactive queries on billions of records 
in seconds

In this section, we will look in more detail at some of the features that help ADX achieve the 
performance we need to fuel the digital transformation of even the largest enterprises. We'll begin 
with a little example of how fast ADX can be and quickly advance to more detailed topics.

So, what can ADX do in the real world? Let's imagine the following scenario: an enterprise having to 
store network communication for a large set of computers. The tool of choice is ADX. There is a table 
with a lot of columns, with the following among them:

• Source IP
• Destination IP
• Packets transmitted
• Bytes transmitted

The volume of data collected is about 10 TB, across nearly 8 billion records. How long do you think 
it would take to find the top 10 machines that transmitted the most data to an IP address external to 
the company?

As we are using ADX, the answer can be retrieved in less than 3 seconds. That is, ADX takes 3 
seconds to scan 10 TB of data, identify the machines that talked with an external IP, compute all data 
transmitted between them, and find the top 10 talkers.

You might be inclined to say this case is achieved on a large cluster with dozens of machines, but the 
cluster is composed of just three machines. Also, the cluster in this example would not be idle while 
executing this query; it can still ingest more than 100 MB/s of data and answer queries for other users.

This is the kind of work that Kusto was built to do: Near Real-Time (NRT) analytics. It can easily 
analyze the data and present a summarization of it. In the following sections, we'll discuss some of 
the design decisions that make Kusto so fast and can help companies accomplish more with less.
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A time-based, mostly read database

Like most big data solutions, Kusto was built to focus on analytics, especially on data that is 
constantly being received. It can ingest, store, process, and keep our data safe for as long as we 
need. ADX is optimized for append operations; that is, the engine is built with a focus to write the 
data once and read it many times. This makes it an excellent choice for logs and telemetry data that 
arrives constantly and doesn't need to be modified.

After receiving the data (we'll discuss this further in the Ingest data and query it within seconds 
section), it can be deleted in numerous ways, the two main ones being:

• Retain the data for a defined period: In ADX, you define a retention period for your data, so 
it is stored on Kusto until the defined period has elapsed (old data, usually, becomes irrelevant 
after some time). Once the period expires, it is automatically deleted. 

• Deletion of specific records: The deletion of specific records can be efficiently achieved in 
ADX with the use of soft delete. For those that might store GDPR-related data on ADX, there 
is an option to purge the data from the store, making it unrecoverable and ensure you are 
complying with GDPR legislation. 

Another important aspect of the performance of ADX is the previously mentioned tiered approach. 
This organization of the data has two main components:

• The Storage account, which is responsible for storing the data (old and new) in a persistent 
manner so it can survive infrastructure crashes and cluster shutdowns. 

• The VMs keep some of the data on their local disks or memory to improve the response times 
since local memory or disk access is still orders of magnitude faster than accessing the storage 
account (which happens using the network).

To implement this architecture, ADX tries to keep, on the local disks of the VMs, the data received 
in a time range we can specify. So, data that has been received in this interval will already be on the 
local storage of the machines, making it faster to retrieve. If the data needed is not on the local disk, 
the VMs can access the storage account, bring the data to its disks, and process it.

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/concepts/data-soft-delete
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/data-purge-portal
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As the data is in a time-series format, accessing recent data on ADX will always be faster than 
accessing older data. As shown in Figure 3, new data entering the cluster will be on the "hot cache" 
(black), and old data will get moved to the "cold storage" (blue bars). This decision was made 
because you'll usually analyze recent data and just occasionally access old information. If you know 
all your data is important, you can scale your cluster to hold all of it on the VMs.

1     2    3    4    5    6     7    8    9   10   11   12   13  14   15

1     2    3    4    5    6     7    8    9   10   11   12   13  14      1        5

1     2    3    4    5    6     7    8    9   10   11   12   13  14      1              5

Hot cache

Figure 3 – New data stays on the hot cache

To work recurrently with old data (for example, for a forensic investigation on a security log), ADX 
allows you to specify hot windows, which are dynamic and always adjustable and need to be kept on 
the VM's local disk for faster processing. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/hot-windows
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Data partitioning: Extents

As discussed in the Azure Data Explorer: Data model section, the ADX cluster stores data in 
databases, and each database can have one or more tables. Each table can grow and receive 
terabytes or even petabytes of data. So, how can you store all this data without negatively impacting 
the query performance? Obviously, you can't keep all of it in a single file.

To be able to store this data efficiently, ADX partitions the data into smaller units, as most databases 
do, but with a twist: all "parts" of a table are tables themselves, as depicted in Figure 4.

Table Extents

Number          Type             Color

1

2

43

55

38

47

53

7

WATER

FOOD

DRINK

BREAD

DRINK

FOOD

BREAD

WATER

BLUE

RED

BLACK

WHITE

RED

BLACK

BLUE

RED

47

53

FOOD

BREAD

BLACK

BLUE

7 WATER RED

43

55

38

DRINK

BREAD

DRINK

BLACK

WHITE

RED

1

2

WATER

FOOD

BLUE

RED

Number          Type             Color

Number          Type             Color

Number          Type             Color

Number          Type             Color

Figure 4 – A table in ADX is broken into extents, each itself a table
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When Kusto receives data to be ingested, it doesn't process it immediately. Instead, it waits for 
the data volume to reach a certain threshold. When this threshold is reached, the engine starts 
processing the data and transforms it into what is known in ADX lingo as extents (or data shards). 
The extents are shown as self-contained data stores: each extent holds part of the data of a table, 
and each has its own indexes and compression method, for example. Thanks to this, each individual 
extent can be individually (and in parallel) processed by any nodes on the cluster. This extent is then 
stored and made available to the query engine. Also, all extents are tagged with information about 
when they were generated. Part of this process is shown in Figure 5:

Data arrives It is separated in extents

VMs on the cluster

Figure 5 – ADX ingestion flux

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/extents-overview
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The way extents are handled in ADX also has a direct influence on how much data you can ingest 
(which we will discuss in the Ingest data and query it within seconds section). But the benefits of the 
extents don't influence just the ingestion; as each extent is self-contained, when querying the data, 
ADX can dispatch nodes/cores to work in parallel on different extents. This also scales almost linearly, 
giving users a fast engine despite the size of the tables, as shown in Figure 6:

Query

Data | Top 10

ADX

VMs on the cluster
Result

Figure 6 – Queries will spread across nodes/extents yielding linear scaling
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Last but not least, an important function of extents is that as they are tagged with information 
about when they were created, ADX can easily find and retrieve just the bit of information you want, 
based on the period you are investigating (as this is a time-series database). What this means is that 
it doesn't matter if you have 300 TB of data in a table, since it gets partitioned into smaller pieces, 
as long you look in a small enough period, just the extents corresponding to that period will be 
accessed.

Let's try to make sense of all this information with a practical example: imagine you are a 
photographer and take pictures wherever you go, and every day you put the pictures you took in a 
case. Now, after some time, you have a shelf full of cases, each with the pictures taken in a day. If you 
take 30 pictures each day, by the end of the year, you will have 10,950 pictures (bytes), spread across 
365 cases (extents). 

Now, you need to find a picture of your pet you took between February 10th and February 14th. Since 
you organized all your pictures (data) in boxes by day (time-based extents), you don't have to browse 
all your 10,950 pictures. You get the cases of the days you want (5 days, 10th to 14th) and look at the 
pictures there. This way, you must browse only 150 pictures instead of almost 11,000. This is exactly 
what ADX does with extents and why it is so good for time-series analyses.

On the other hand, if your objective is to find all pictures of your pet among all the photos you took 
during the year (there is no time constraint on it), the extents organization wouldn't be able to help 
you: you would have to take all 365 cases and look through each one for the pictures you want.
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Data indexing

Another formidable characteristic of ADX is the use it makes of indices. Indices are an old feature 
used in a lot of DBMSs (and books; yeah, the paper ones) that allows one to find what they are 
looking for without having to read all the data (pages). When used on databases, it allows data to be 
quickly retrieved by reading just some bytes (the indices).

Kusto also uses indexes to speed up data access, but with a twist: all columns on a table are indexed, 
and each extent has its own index. With this, ADX can know which extents have which data, allowing 
it to read just the extents of interest, and, within an extent, quickly retrieve the searched data. Please 
refer to Figure 7:

Query

Indexes Extents

Where A = 2?

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

1       2       2      4      5

3       4       2      1      1

4       6      2      1

Col A

Col B

Col C

Col A

Col B

Col C

Col A

Col B

Col C

Figure 7 – ADX Using indexes to retrieve data
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Remember the picture cases from the last section? Imagine that now you not only have them 
grouped by day but also wrote a little list of the "kinds" of pictures you have on each case: forest, 
dogs, rain, and so on. So, if you want to find pictures of your pet between February 10th and February 
14th, the first thing you do is get the cases of each day (instead of all 365). Next, instead of opening 
all five boxes and searching for the pictures you want, you first look at the list on the top of each 
case and see that just two have pictures of dogs. Now, you only must browse 60 pictures to find the 
pictures of your pet. A lot faster, right?

The same thing happens on ADX: since each extent has an index, Kusto can easily filter out the 
extents that don't have the data you want and read just the ones that might contain the information 
you need. This can be a huge performance boost since we are talking about reading megabytes of 
data instead of terabytes! So, the more you filter your query (pinpointing exactly what you want), the 
faster you'll have the results back.

Column store

The last secret sauce of ADX is the use of a column store. Traditional DBMSs are made to answer 
questions like: What is the date of birth, address, and age of user X? So, it makes sense to group all 
the data about one "entity" together (row store).

But, when we are talking about analytics, what we are trying to do is answer questions like: What is 
the average salary of the male employees of our company? In this case, we are interested in all data 
about two columns (gender and age), so it makes sense to store all data about age together and 
all data about gender in another space. With this, you can get the data from the column you want 
without having to read any information about the other columns.

Another advantage of columnar storage is that it allows for better compression since each column 
usually has low cardinality, just a bunch of different values for all records. ADX can take the 
redundancy out and use less space to store the same data. This will allow a faster search experience 
(less data to retrieve) and a reduced cost (less data to store).
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To improve data compression, ADX also makes use of different algorithms and techniques 
depending on the kind of data in each extent. Because of this, data in different extents can be 
compressed by different algorithms if ADX understands that it can yield better compression/
performance. There are not a lot of databases that can do that.

The ADX solution is designed considering various aspects that can improve the responsiveness and 
ease of use of the solutions when dealing with a huge volume of data, and we saw some of the 
strategies adopted in this section:

• Data tiering, keeping recent data on a faster store
• Partitioning the data into smaller pieces (extents)
• Indexing all data it receives for a faster query experience
• Compressing redundant data
• Storing columns together instead of rows

Even with all these features, sometimes there might still be room for improvement, like finding out 
that the content of two extents that were created near to each other is better merged to achieve an 
optimal size. ADX keeps running house-cleaning jobs in the background that try to optimize the data 
on the storage and makes sure you'll always have the best performance possible. For more on this, 
have a look at the merge policy and the data sharding policy.

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/mergepolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/shardingpolicy
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Ingest data and query it within seconds

Until now, we have discussed the basic concepts around ADX and the mechanisms that make it 
possible to query data real fast, but how does the data arrive on ADX? 

First of all, ADX supports receiving data from a myriad of sources, as shown in Figure 8 and 
documented here.
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Managed pipelines
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Figure 8 – Possible integrations for data ingestion with ADX

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/ingest-data-overview
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In all these scenarios, it's important to remember that we are working with extents. As one piece 
of data being received has nothing to do with the others (each extent exists by itself), Kusto can 
parallelize the ingestion process efficiently. Thus, the ingestion speed in Kusto increases linearly  
with the number of nodes on the cluster. 

Initial benchmarks suggest that you can receive up to 200 MB/s per node in an ADX cluster  
(Low-latency ingestion). This means that each machine can receive about 17 TB of data in one day. 
Also, the cluster scales linearly, so each machine adds 17 TB of capacity.

After the data is ingested, it's already indexed, compressed, and available for query. There is no need 
to wait, tune, or manage it. In the next sections, we'll look at some of the concepts involved in this 
process, looking at the kinds of ingestions that ADX supports, and how the ingestion process occurs.

Data ingestion pipelines

When choosing the method to send your data to ADX, remember that it is part of the Azure Synapse 
Analytics suite, so you have native integration with Azure Synapse Studio, allowing you to integrate 
with Spark and SQL Pools, the possibility to run Python scripts, and a full ETL suite in the form of 
pipelines.

One important aspect of data loading on ADX is that, in most cases, ADX will actively do the 
ingestion work by queueing the data to be loaded into a storage account (for more details, refer 
to the Ingestion paths section). To do it, Kusto implements a process that maps some file formats to 
their internal table/column format, in a process known as data mapping.

Currently, ADX understands and supports the following formats: Avro, CSV (and its variants, such as 
TSV, SCSV, and PSV), JSON, ORC, Parquet, TXT, W3CLOGFILE, or even a raw message if the whole 
content is a single string that can be stored in a cell. It also supports compression by default: a CSV 
file compressed with Gzip or Zip will automatically be decompressed by ADX during the load, and it 
will then process the uncompressed data.

https://azure.microsoft.com/services/data-explorer/#features
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/synapse-analytics/overview-what-is
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/synapse-analytics/overview-what-is
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/mappings
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/ingestion-supported-formats
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While you can load data on ADX manually (from a storage account or directly from your computer) 
directly from the web interface, you'll usually need to implement an automated, fault-tolerant, and 
large-scale ingestion process. This is where pipelines or standalone Azure Data Factory comes in. 
Both solutions integrate natively with ADX and allow access to various Azure data solutions, web 
services, on-premises servers, and more.

Note: All solutions are fully managed (throttling, retries, monitors, alerts, and so on) by Azure 
itself to guarantee that no data will be lost. They can be used to prepare, transform, and enrich 
data from different sources before inputting it into ADX. These services can be used as a one-time 
solution or triggered by specific events on a periodic schedule. Both can read data from various 
sources, including on-premises servers and storage, and push it directly to ADX, or they can read 
data from ADX and store it in another data repository.

ADX can also actively listen to events on an Event Grid, Event Hub, or IoT Hub, allowing native 
integration with various telemetry and IoT solutions that can communicate with the cloud. There 
are various connectors and plugins developed by Microsoft that offer integration with third-party 
solutions, especially open-source ones. There are plugins for Logstash, Kafka, Apache Spark, Telegraf, 
and Microsoft's Power Automate and Logic Apps.

If none of the previous solutions work for you, ADX offers a complete set of APIs (REST-based) that 
you can use to develop your own application and send your data to be analyzed lighting fast. There 
are also SDKs for .NET, Java, Node.js, Python, Go, and PowerShell (R also has an SDK, but it's only for 
querying data). 

Note: A table detailing each of the provided options can be found in Azure Data Explorer data 
ingestion overview.

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/ingest-data-one-click
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/synapse-analytics/get-started-pipelines
https://azure.microsoft.com/services/data-factory/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-factory/copy-activity-overview#supported-data-stores-and-formats
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/api/rest/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/ingest-data-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/ingest-data-overview
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Ingestion paths

Now that we know how to send our data to ADX, let's have a brief look at the process that happens 
when we do it. There are two main ways that ADX can process data after receiving it: batching mode 
and streaming ingestion:

• Batching: When working in batch mode, ADX receives the data but it doesn't immediately 
process it. Instead, it waits for a certain number of records or rows to arrive and dispatches 
those records or rows to be processed together, leading to better ingestion throughput. For 
more on this, please refer to the ingestion batching policy. The main advantage of this is that 
the processing of a larger volume of data can lead to better cluster usage; that is: more data is 
ingested using fewer cluster resources. 

The thresholds used to trigger the processing of a batch can be based on three factors, each of 
which can be adjusted:

• How old is the data?
• How much data has been received?
• How many ingestions have been required?

Because of this, data that is sent to ADX can take some time to be available to be queried. 
The real delay will depend on the volume of the data you are ingesting and your batching 
configurations, but it will usually be queriable within 10 seconds and 15 minutes. If you are doing 
NRT analysis and need to query the data less than 10 seconds before it has been sent, you'll need 
to use streaming ingestion.

• Streaming ingestion: This enables you to query data as quickly as possible, with subsecond 
delay. In contrast with the batching policy discussed previously, the streaming method receives 
data from a streaming source and stores it immediately in a temporary area called the row 
store. The row store is more akin to a DBMS than to the ADX native (column store) engine. This 
area doesn't have any optimizations that ADX does (indexes, compression, etc.), so data can 
be stored there quickly. On the downside, as this data is not fully indexed, queries on it will be 
slower.

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/batchingpolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/ingest-data-streaming
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The main point here is that the data can be made available for the query as soon as possible. But 
it should not stay there for a long time. After several rows are inserted in the row store, ADX starts 
its natural course; it takes the content from the row store, generates new extents based on it, and 
removes the data from the row store. After this, the data is fully indexed and can be queried with 
all the advanced resources of ADX. All data movement from one store to another is completely 
transparent to the user, which offers users complete visibility across any data movement.

In this section, we discussed how you can get your data inside ADX, including the pipelines that can 
be used to push that data. Now that you have all the data you want on ADX, let's talk about KQL.
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KQL: A query language specialized in 
time series and telemetry

To query the data stored in ADX, you'll use KQL. The designers of ADX decided to develop a new 
language that focuses on analyzing time-series data. This is why SQL, which focuses on retrieving 
individual records and updating part of the data, was not a good choice.

KQL was designed with people, rather than computers, in mind. It uses a simple and elegant syntax that 
allows its users to decompose the data and extract information in a logical, top-down approach. For 
example, the most common use of the language is to filter records of interest from one or more tables, 
analyze them with some of the various functions available out of the box, and get a final result. It's even 
possible to render the results in a nice graph, thanks to native KQL functions; for more on this, please 
refer to the render operator. Figure 9 depicts this approach:

StormEvents 59066 records

|  where StartTime >= datatime(2007-11-01)

|  where StartTime <= datatime(2007-12-01)

|  where State == ‘FLORIDA’

|  count

23

Figure 9 – How a typical KQL query works 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/renderoperator?pivots=azuredataexplorer
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In KQL, all queries are interpreted from top to bottom. This is in stark contrast with SQL, which, when 
using subqueries, can get hard, if not impossible, to read. This means that when you get a query, you 
know exactly where to start—from the top!

You'll usually start your query by referencing a table—that is, a series of rows and columns—and 
you apply functions to transform/filter it. The commands you use are separated by a pipe (|), and 
all interactions you do with the data almost always result in a transient table, which does not get 
stored on the disk or have a name. This means that every step of your query is a valid KQL query. This 
seemingly simple feature allows for one formidable feature: you can easily debug your query, step by 
step, and see where you got it wrong.

The rest of this section presents some of the distinguishing features that make KQL unique and offers 
a real advantage when doing data analysis.

A language for humans

KQL is built so that people can focus on writing queries instead of trying to figure out what to do. 
Combining it with the fact that most queries return records in seconds, thanks to the speed of ADX, we 
have a flexible platform where we can easily interact with the data to extract the information we need.

When designing KQL, one of the main objectives was that IntelliSense could be easily used on it. 
This means that code completion is available at any point, so long as one of the supported querying 
interfaces is used. Some of the features offered by IntelliSense on KQL include:

• Identify column names during query creation: The IDE detects if we misspelled some 
columns. It even works on temporary columns we create during query time.

• Type hints: As all columns on ADX are typed, sometimes we must know the type of data we are 
dealing with. KQL can easily tell us the type of column we are working with. Again, this happens 
even if the column is not stored on ADX itself.

• Point to the next possible value during query write: This helps the user find out the next option 
that a command accepts or the next parameter that should be passed. This way, we don't have to 
keep going back to the language documentation and can stay on the IDE and write more code as 
long as possible.

• Optimization tips: The Kusto Explorer, a desktop application, goes one step further on 
IntelliSense and offers tips on performance improvements.

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/
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Another unique feature of KQL that help us analyze our data is the possibility to visualize the query 
results in a particular way. You know the saying: an image is worth a thousand words. In our case, 
one image can be worth a thousand lines in a table. 

This happens, for example, when we are performing a time-series analysis and summarizing some 
data per hour over 1 month. Obviously, we could browse the resulting table, looking for anomalies. 
But wouldn't it be better to plot a time chart that could display a nice line with a bump at the point 
we were trying to locate? Well, you can, as shown in Figure 10:

Figure 10 – Timeline image rendered by a KQL query

KQL offers out-of-the-box functions to display the results of your queries right on the IDE you 
are using. This allows the analyst to spend more time on the IDE, and to do fast prototyping and 
analyses until the desired result can be met. The following are some of the types of charts currently 
supported by KQL:

• Time/anomaly chart
• Bar/column chart
• Pie chart
• Scatter chart
• Area chart

These will allow data analysts to easily spot trends and patterns in the data, which would be harder 
to do with just tabular data.
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Advanced analytical features

KQL is not just a query language; it is also an analytical platform. KQL comes with a set of libraries 
thought to meet most use cases. The following are the key capabilities provided by KQL:

• Time-series analysis: ADX is mainly used for time series analyses as it supports quite a large 
array of functions, including extraction of seasonality, comparing two series, calculating 
correlations between series, and applying a Fast Fourier Transform.

• Anomaly detection and forecasting: With ADX, you can not only monitor your data but also 
see whether everything is alright with it or whether it is behaving in an anomalous way with 
outlier detections. It can also help you find out the direction your data is going with various 
forecasting functions.

• Geospatial clustering: With ADX, you can use geospatial functions to work with geospatial data 
(data about physical locations in the real world). They are designed to cover the most common 
scenarios and, being natively built into it, give you a fast query runtime.

• Machine learning: Out-of-the-box ADX supports clustering, basket case analysis, and finding 
the difference between two patterns using advanced machine learning models.

• User analytics: You can use your data to discover how your clients are interacting with you, 
allowing, for example, you to know how many new users your site has, what the churn rate of 
your company is, or how many recurrent visitors your store has.

Note: ADX supports a subset of SQL that can be used instead of KQL, and it can also be accessed 
as if it were a SQL Server database (as documented here). While this doesn't allow us to take 
advantage of all KQL features, it allows us to integrate easily with existing solutions.

If the function you want is not built in KQL and you find it difficult to write in KQL, no worries! KQL 
allows you to embed Python or R code inside your queries. With this, it is possible, for example, to 
train a machine learning model outside ADX and use it as part of a KQL script to predict values from 
input data. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/time-series-analysis
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/anomaly-detection
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/geospatial-grid-systems
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/machine-learning-clustering
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/useranalytics
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/api/tds/
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/pythonplugin?pivots=azuredataexplorer
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/rplugin?pivots=azuredataexplorer
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Querying data outside Azure Data Explorer

If you need to keep some of your data outside of ADX, you can integrate it with data inside the Kusto 
cluster. ADX and KQL support various types of external access to data, one of them being external 
tables.

An external table is a KQL entity that references data stored outside an ADX cluster. With this, 
you can create a table that appears to be inside ADX, but its data is in another storage medium. 
Currently, you can create an external table that possesses the contents of files stored in Azure Blob 
Storage/Azure Data Lake (where the data can reside in any of the supported formats described 
previously) or in a SQL Server table.

If your data doesn't reside in a storage account or SQL Server, there is still hope. ADX has functions 
that can be used to retrieve data from various sources, including:

• HTTP (either GET or POST requests)
• MySQL (the results of a SQL query)
• Azure Cosmos DB (the results of a SQL query)
• Azure Digital Twins (the results of a Digital Twins query)

The data retrieved with these methods is "ephemeral" and lives only when the query is running, so 
every query will retrieve the information each time it is run.

In this section, we had a quick overview of the features of KQL: a language focused on data analytics 
that is easy to work with it and has very powerful features embedded. We also discussed how KQL 
also integrates with data outside ADX, using external tables and functions that can retrieve data 
from most systems.

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/schema-entities/externaltables
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/digital-twins/concepts-data-explorer-plugin
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Efficiently query semi-structured  
and unstructured data

We are used to working most of the time with tabular data, where each column has a specific 
meaning. But the need to deal with unstructured (text) and semi-structured (JSON) data is becoming 
more common. But what do they mean?

• Unstructured data is usually natural language text. Text is one of the main ways humans 
communicate, and because of that, most of the time, we'll have to analyze some form of 
unstructured information, like log messages from IT systems.

• Semi-structured data is data that has some structure. JSON is a classical example; it has fields 
and values, but as each document is independent of the others, they aren't obliged to follow 
the same pattern. The addition of fields is commonplace in JSON, and there is no way to know 
about any added fields in advance since JSON does not have a predefined/formal structure.

Working with unstructured or semi-structured text is usually a complicated task on most data 
platforms. You will usually end up using a full-fledged programming language (like Python) to 
do the heavy lifting for you. For semi-structured data, JSON has become the de facto standard 
when talking about open data exchange. It's a text-based format that can encode almost all data 
representations you can think of. Hence, most systems support output or input in this format, 
including IoT devices. 

ADX is an analytical platform for logs and telemetry, and analyzing semi-structured and 
unstructured data was, therefore, part of the foundational scenarios. Because of this, ADX has native 
support to work with these kinds of data, and this is one reason why it performs so well with large 
volumes of this type of data. Let's look at some of the techniques that ADX uses to optimize the 
treatment of unstructured and semi-structured data.
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How Azure Data Explorer stores different data structures

When dealing with text, the Kusto engine provides two data types for us to choose from: string and 
dynamic. The first is for text in general (unstructured), while the second is a representation of semi-
structured data (a JSON-like structure). When creating a table and defining a column with one of 
these two data types, ADX goes through some specific operations to ensure that the data it stores 
can be quickly searched. 

First, when you store a column and define its type to be a string, ADX not only stores the data but 
also indexes all the text it receives, keeping track of all words that are there. String columns have a 
maximum size of 1 MB. This means that you can find rows that contain a specific word (or sequence 
of words) quickly. While indexing the text data, Kusto extracts terms from it. These terms are 
sequences of alphanumeric characters with three or more characters.

Check Figure 11 for an example of how ADX does this. After receiving text (a), ADX will have the terms 
listed in (b) in its index. This means that you can search for any of the terms and get the result almost 
instantaneously since you don't need to read all the text again—remember the picture cases from 
the Data indexing section.

(a)

Message (id:89c42-r5c-55kk): This is 4you my I33t reader

(b)

Message

89c42

55kk

this

4you

I33t

reader

Figure 11 – Example of term extraction from Kusto

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/scalar-data-types/string
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/scalar-data-types/dynamic
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/query/datatypes-string-operators#understanding-string-terms
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When ADX deals with semi-structured data (JSON/dynamic), it follows the same process as described 
for strings, with some additional steps. When a column is defined as being of the dynamic type, all 
the keys of the JSON object get indexed; it doesn't matter at which level they are. With this, all keys 
of the object can be accessed in linear time. So, accessing dynamic data is as fast as accessing table 
data.

Thanks to these characteristics of the dynamic type, we don't need to preprocess or know all the 
possible fields of all JSON records we receive. Sometimes this is not possible because of the volume 
of data we receive. Other times this is simply infeasible because we don't know the sources of data.

Instead, you can store the raw JSON data directly on a dynamic column in ADX and query the data 
dynamically. With this, you can extract the information you want, by transforming the data later, 
using the speed of the Kusto engine and the flexibility of KQL. In more formal terms, it might be 
preferable to do Extract, Load, and Transform (ELT) instead of Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL). 

Searching strings and dynamics

After indexing the semi or unstructured data on ADX, KQL offers advanced text manipulation 
functions that can help you extract information from these kinds of fields. In addition to the 
traditional value comparisons (equals, contains, substrings, and subsets), KQL gives us some 
advanced functionalities, such as:

• Search for a string across various columns: This comes in handy when we want to search for 
a specific string/value but are not sure where it might occur on a specific table, or even among 
a set of tables. KQL offers a Full-Text Search (FTS) capability, which searches for the provided 
string in all the columns of the specific table, returning all rows where there is a match.

• Parse strings given a text pattern: One common use case for this is when we receive log 
messages from IT systems. These messages usually don't have a predefined pattern, and 
any software/system can generate it in whichever format it wants. So, after storing this kind 
of event on ADX, you can parse the text and retrieve the entities (parts of the text) that are 
important to you. KQL even comes with some default functions that can parse, among others, 
file paths, URLs, XML documents, and command lines.

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/design-elt-data-loading
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• Extract pieces of data based on regular expressions: If the information we are trying to 
extract does not follow a rigid pattern, it is still possible to indicate the part of the information 
we are interested in and extract just that bit.

• Transform all JSON fields in columns: It's possible to dynamically extract all fields from a series 
of dynamic elements in a column, and the engine will discover all possible fields and create 
columns automatically for all of them.

• IP comparison and parsing: Internet Protocol (IP) addresses are represented in ADX as 
strings, and KQL offers a lot of auxiliary functions to identify, parse, check to subnet, and event 
categorize the IPs as being public or private.

As we can see, there are a lot of advanced functionalities that KQL offers us, almost all of them sped 
up by the indexes we talked about earlier. So, instead of having to export the data to process it on an 
external system, we can do almost all text transformations without leaving KQL.

As we discussed in this section, ADX is not just an engine to store tabular data; it can be of much 
help when dealing with both unstructured and structured data. We saw the approaches that Kusto 
uses to store this data in the most performant possible way, making both texts and JSON records 
(dynamic type on ADX) fast and easy to work with. We also saw some of the functionalities offered 
by KQL to interact with these kinds of data and how these features can almost always replace the use 
of external programming languages for a lot of situations.
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Summary

We have come a long way in understating Azure Data Explorer and what it brings to the table. After 
this overview, we can see that ADX is a mature technology that can help an individual and businesses 
extract data that can be used to improve a business.

ADX offers a world full of opportunities for you to explore! ADX is a solution that ages well, and the 
more you use it, the more you'll learn new ways to use it and different integrations that can be made. 
Here are some advanced features that can help you get the most out of your ADX environment:

• ADX/KQL integrates well with other solutions from Microsoft, such as Power BI or Excel. You 
can get the data from ADX and analyze it in Excel or Power BI.

• ADX is a resilient solution; there are business continuity and disaster recovery features built that 
help businesses continue operating in case of disruptions.

• ADX takes security quite seriously; access control is in place and integrated with Azure AD.
• ADX also has robust and versatile Row-Level Security (RLS) that enables you to control which 

rows or columns each user can access based, for example, on an RBAC policy. Also, all queries 
and commands are logged and can be reviewed by the administrators.

As with most cloud technologies, ADX is being constantly updated, and new features are added 
constantly.

https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/visualize-power-bi
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/business-continuity-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/security-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/rowlevelsecuritypolicy
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/queries
https://docs.microsoft.com/azure/data-explorer/kusto/management/queries
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Resources
The following are some quick links to some of the topics discussed here. Please refer to them for 
a deeper dive into the world of ADX:

• Azure Data Explorer: a big data analytics cloud platform optimized for interactive,  
ad-hoc queries over structured, semi-structured and unstructured data

• Introducing Azure Data Explorer | Azure Blog and Updates
• Azure Data Explorer Technology 101
• Azure Data Explorer: Overview | LinkedIn
• Azure Synapse Analytics
• Azure Data Explorer documentation
• Data formats supported by Azure Data Explorer for ingestion
• Azure Data Explorer Solution architectures
• Data export – Azure Data Explorer
• Continuous data export overview
• Introduction to Azure Data Explorer

Get started today with Azure Data 
Explorer
To discover valuable business insights, answer critical questions, and make data driven decisions on-
the-go, get started with Azure Data Explorer.

 ADX offers an easy-to-use time-series and log analytics platform for free. Read this guide to 
create a free Azure Data Explorer cluster and get started.

 To create an Azure Data Explorer pool using the Azure portal, use this quickstart guide.

© 2022 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. This document is provided "as is." Information and views expressed in this document, including URL and other 
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